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Recently, a set of generalized gradient-based optical proximity correction (OPC) optimization methods have
been developed to solve for the forward and inverse lithography problems under the thin-mask assumption,
where the mask is considered a thin 2D object. However, as the critical dimension printed on the wafer shrinks
into the subwavelength regime, thick-mask effects become prevalent, and thus these effects must be taken into
account in OPC optimization methods. OPC methods derived under the thin-mask assumption have inherent
limitations and perform poorly in the subwavelength regime. This paper focuses on developing model-based
forward binary mask optimization methods that account for the thick-mask effects of coherent imaging sys-
tems. The boundary layer (BL) model is exploited to simplify and characterize the thick-mask effects, leading
to a model-based OPC method. The BL model is simpler than other thick-mask models, treating the near field
of the mask as the superposition of the interior transmission areas and the boundary layers. The advantages
and limitations of the proposed algorithm are discussed, and several illustrative simulations are presented.
© 2009 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
ue to the resolution limits of optical lithographic sys-

ems, the electronics industry has relied on resolution en-
ancement techniques (RETs) to compensate and mini-
ize mask distortions as they are projected onto

emiconductor wafers [1]. Resolution in optical lithogra-
hy obeys the Rayleigh resolution limit R=k�� /NA�,
here � is the wavelength, NA is the numerical aperture,
nd k is the process constant that can be minimized
hrough RET methods [2–5]. In optical proximity correc-
ion (OPC), mask amplitude patterns are modified by the
ddition of subresolution features that can precompen-
ate for imaging distortions.

Several approaches to forward and inverse lithography
ave been proposed in the literature. Sherif et al. derived
n iterative approach to generate binary masks in inco-
erent diffraction-limited imaging systems [6]. Liu and
akhor developed a binary and phase-shifting mask
PSM) design strategy based on the branch and bound al-
orithm and simulated annealing [7]. Pati and Kailath
eveloped suboptimal projections onto convex sets for
SM designs [8]. In addition, Erdmann et al. proposed au-

omatic optimization of the mask and illumination pa-
ameters with a genetic algorithm [9]. Pang et al. gave an
verview of inverse lithography technology (ILT) and pro-
ided some simulations to demonstrate the benefit of ILT
10]. Granik described and compared solutions of inverse
ask problems [11].
Poonawala and Milanfar developed a pixel-based opti-
ization framework for inverse lithography, well suited

or gradient-based search [12]. Ma and Arce generalized
his algorithm so as to admit multiphase components hav-
1084-7529/09/071687-9/$15.00 © 2
ng arbitrary PSM patterns [13,14]. However, both of the
lgorithms focus on the coherent illumination system. Re-
ently, Ma and Arce used the sum-of-coherent-systems
SOCS) model and the average coherent approximation
odel to develop effective and computationally efficient

inary mask design algorithms for inverse lithography
nder partially coherent illuminations [15,16]. Subse-
uently, Ma and Arce developed a PSM design algorithm
ased on a sigular value decomposition (SVD) model un-
er partially coherent systems [17,18]. In addition, they
xtended their work to allow for the joint optimization of
he source and the mask [19].

All of the algorithms above, however, have been devel-
ped under the thin-mask assumption, where Kirchhoff ’s
oundary condition is directly applied to the mask topol-
gy and consequently the mask is treated as a 2D object
20,21]. As the critical dimension (CD) printed on the wa-
er shrinks into the subwavelength regime, the thick-
ask effects become very pronounced such that these ef-

ects should be taken into account in the mask
ptimization. Thick-mask effects include polarization de-
endence due to the different boundary conditions for the
lectric and magnetic fields, transmission error in small
penings, diffraction edge effects or electromagnetic cou-
ling, and so on [20]. The thick-mask effects can be rigor-
usly represented by the near-field pattern of the mask,
hich is different from the Kirchhoff approximation of the
ask topography. Two decades ago, Wong and Neu-

euther discovered the intensity imbalance of alternating
SM, and applied the finite-difference time-domain

FDTD) method to study the mask topography effects in
he projection printing of the PSM [22,23]. This phenom-
009 Optical Society of America
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non was proved by experimental results later [24]. Yuan
xploited the waveguide (WG) method to model the light
iffraction of 2D phase-shifting masks [25], which was
ubsequently generalized by Lucas to the 3D topography
26]. Erdmann, et al. evaluated and compared the FDTD
ethod and the WG method for the simulation of typical

yper NA �NA�1� imaging problem [27]. Adam and Neu-
euther introduced domain decomposition methods for
he simulation of photomask scattering [28]. Neverthe-
ess, these approaches are too complex to be applied in

odel-based binary mask design.
Recently, Azpiroz et al. introduced a novel boundary

ayer (BL) model for fast evaluation of the near field of a
hick mask [20,21]. Different from other computationally
omplex and resource consuming rigorous mask models,
he BL model treats the near field of the mask as the su-
erposition of the interior transmission areas and the
oundary layers, which have fixed dimensions and deter-
ined locations. The BL model effectively compensates

or the inaccuracy of Kirchhoff ’s approximation, which is
ttributed to thick-mask effects, different polarizations,
nd phase errors. The simplicity and accuracy of the BL
odel enables the formulation of a model-based optimiza-

ion algorithm for binary masks. This paper thus focuses
n the formulation of a model-based forward binary mask
ptimization algorithm based on the BL model to take
nto account the thick-mask effects under coherent illumi-
ation. This is accomplished as follows: First, the optical

ithography process under coherent illumination is formu-
ated as the combination of the BL model and the Hopkins
iffraction model. The cost function of the binary mask
ptimization problem is formulated as the square of the
2-norm of the difference between the real aerial image
nd the desired pattern on the wafer. Then the gradient of
he cost function, referred to as the cost sensitivity func-
ion, is developed and used to drive the cost function in
he descent direction during the optimization process. To-
ological constraints of the binary mask are introduced
nd used to limit the minimum opening size of the opti-
ized mask pattern.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The

opkins diffraction model of optical lithography systems
s summarized in Section 2. The BL model of coherent im-
ging system is summarized in Section 3. The lithography
reliminaries and the cost sensitivity function are devel-
ped in Section 4. The binary mask optimization algo-
ithm based on the BL model under coherent illumination
s described in Section 5. Simulation results are illus-
rated in Section 6. Conclusions are provided in Section 7.

. HOPKINS DIFFRACTION MODEL OF THE
PTICAL LITHOGRAPHY SYSTEM
ccording to the Hopkins diffraction model, the light in-

ensity distribution exposed on the wafer, referred to as
he aerial image under partially coherent illumination
PCI), is bilinear and is described by [29]

I�r� =��M*�r1�M�r2���r1 − r2�h*�r − r1�h�r − r2�dr1dr2,

�1�
here r= �x ,y�, r1= �x1 ,y1� and r2= �x2 ,y2�. M�r� is the
ask pattern, ��r1−r2� is the complex degree of coher-

nce, and h�r� represents the amplitude impulse response
f the optical system. The amplitude impulse response
�r� is defined as the Fourier transform of the circular

ens aperture with cutoff frequency NA /� [30,31]; there-
ore,

h�r� =
J1�2�rNA/��

2�rNA/�
. �2�

he complex degree of coherence ��r1−r2� is generally a
omplex number, whose magnitude represents the extent
f optical interaction between two spatial locations r1
�x1 ,y1� and r2= �x2 ,y2� of the light source [1]. The com-
lex degree of coherence in the spatial domain is the in-
erse 2-D Fourier transform of the illumination shape. In
eneral, this equation is tedious to compute, both analyti-
ally and numerically [32]. The system reduces to simple
orms in the two limits of complete coherence or complete
ncoherence. For the completely coherent case, the illumi-
ation source is at a single point, thus, ��r�=1. In this
ase, the aerial image in Eq. (1) is separable on r1 and r2,
nd thus

I�r� = �M�r� � h�r��2, �3�

here � is the convolution operation. For the completely
ncoherent case, the illumination source is of infinite ex-
ent, and thus ��r�=��r�. In this case, the aerial image re-
uces to

I�r� = �M�r��2 � �h�r��2. �4�

his paper focuses on the binary mask optimization based
n the BL model under coherent illumination. A sche-
atic of an optical lithography system with coherent illu-
ination is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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ig. 1. (Color online) Optical lithography system with coherent
llumination.
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. BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL
he Kirchhoff approximation has been extensively used

n the development of OPC methods, where the mask
hickness is assumed to be infinitesimal and the mask is
onsidered a 2D object. As the CD printed on the wafer
hrinks into the subwavelength regime, however, the
hick-mask effects become significant and thus need to be
aken into account in the design of OPC methods. Al-
hough numerous rigorous mask models simulating the
D electromagnetic field of the mask have been devel-
ped, these models are resource-consuming and too com-
lex to be applied in the model-based binary mask design
or forward lithography.

. Boundary Layer Model of Coherent Imaging
ecently, Azpiroz et al. introduced a novel BL model for

ast evaluation of the near-field of the thick mask, where
he near field is modeled as the superposition of the inte-
ior transmission areas and the boundary layers with
xed dimensions and determined locations [20,21]. The
oncepts of the BL model under coherent illumination are
llustrated in Fig. 2, where the polarization of the im-
ending electric field E is assigned to be in the horizontal
irection. Figure 2 shows a typical rectangular opening of
he binary mask with width equal to a and height equal
o b. The harmonic mean of the area’s width a and height
is d=2ab / �a+b�. The near field of the opening is divided

nto five areas: A, B, C, D and E. A is the interior trans-
ission area with transmission coefficient �I=1 for the bi-

ary mask. The transmission coefficients of the boundary
ayers depend on the polarization of the electric field of
he impending light. Since the polarization of the electric
eld is assigned to be in the horizontal direction, B and D
re the tangential boundary areas with width w and
ransmission coefficient �T. C and E are the normal
oundary areas with width w and transmission coefficient
N. In the BL model, the relative error of amplitude of the
lectric field on the wafer produced by the thin-mask ap-
roximation is measured by the deviation of its real com-
onent from the EM field value rigorously calculated with
he FDTD method. Experimental results show that the
elative error of amplitude is in proportion to the width of
he boundary layer w and inversely proportional to the
armonic mean d, represented as

E

C

B

D

w

b

a

E

ig. 2. (Color online) BL model under coherent illumination,
here the polarization of the electric field is assigned to be in the
orizontal direction. w is the width of the boundary areas; a and
are the width and height, respectively, of the entire opening

rea.
Re��E

E � =
4w

d
=

�2a + 2b�w

ab

=
Boundary Layer Area �real part�

Total Area
, �5�

here Re� · � denotes the real part of the argument, E is
he total electric field from the Em field value rigorously
alculated with the FDTD method, �E is the electric field
rror from the thin-mask assumption, and Re��E /E� is
he the relative error of amplitude. Given a and b, w can
e calculated from Eq. (5). The deviation of the real com-
onent is compensated by the opaque boundary layers
urrounding all openings on the mask, whose transmis-
ion coefficients are zero. Given the value of w, it is shown
xperimentally that the relative error of phase is in pro-
ortion to w and transmission coefficient ��T� and in-
ersely proportional to the height of the opening b, repre-
ented as

Im��E

E � = ��T�
2w

b
= ��T�

2aw

ab

= ��T�
Boundary Layer Area �imaginary part�

Total Area
,

�6�

here Im� · � denotes the imaginary part of the argument.
ubsequently, the relative error of phase is compensated
y the boundary layers with complex transmission coeffi-
ient �T and width w on the opening edges tangent to the
lectric field of the impinging light. The inaccuracy of the
hin-mask approximation is effectively offset by the su-
erposition of complex-valued boundary layers. The real
alues of the boundary layers are zero (opaque) around
he area A. The complex values are �T in the tangential
irection and zero in the normal direction. These values
or �T and �N have been shown in [20,21] to effectively
ompensate for the thin-mask distortion. The transmis-
ion coefficient of the tangential boundary areas, �T, is
alculated from the slope of the linear relation described
n Eq. (6). However, the relationships described in Eqs. (5)
nd (6) are not accurate when the opening size decreases
elow the wavelength. For the BL model to be valid, the
inimum size of the opening must be constrained to be

arger than the wavelength. The simplicity and accuracy
f the BL model are suitable for the model-based binary
ask optimization algorithms.
Azpiroz et al. [20,21] studied two types of optical lithog-

aphy systems. The first one is a 4� projection system
ith NA=0.68 and �=248 nm, while in second one NA
0.85 and �=193 nm. For the first type of optical lithog-
aphy system, w=24.8 nm, �T=0.0i, �N=0, and the mini-
um allowed opening size on the mask (the width of the

rea A) is 248 nm. For the second type, w=14.5 nm, �T
0.8i, �N=0, and the minimum allowed opening size is
00 nm. In our work, we will use the two types of lithog-
aphy systems described by Azpiroz et al. to develop bi-
ary mask optimization algorithms.
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. Boundary Layer Model of Partially Coherent Imaging
ost practical illumination sources have a nonzero line
idth, and their radiation is more generally described as
artially coherent. In contrast to coherent illumination
aving a deterministic polarization, partially coherent il-

umination consists of an unpolarized source. For the un-
olarized source, the field polarization varies randomly,
nd the field components generated by different source
oints are not correlated and are added incoherently [33].
ssume that each source point of the partially coherent

llumination generates a plane wave impinging on the
ask plane with incident azimuth angle 	 and elevation

ngle 
, as shown in Fig. 3. It is shown in Fig. 4(a) that
he unpolarized source can be modeled by the superposi-
ion of two linearly polarized plane waves, which are mu-
ually orthogonal and normal to the propagation direction
30]. The polarization directions of the electric fields cor-
esponding to the TE �êTE� and TM �êTM� modes are cal-
ulated as

êTE = − sin 	p̂X + cos 	p̂Y, �7�

êTM = sin 
 cos 	p̂X + sin 
 cos 	p̂Y − cos 
p̂Z, �8�

�

�

Y

X

Z

Impending
plane wave

Mask
plane

ig. 3. (Color online) Each source point of the partially coherent
llumination generates a plane wave impending on the mask
lane with incident azimuth angle 	 and elevation angle 
.

PX

PY TE
TM

(a)
ig. 4. (Color online) (a) Source polarization modes of TE and T
ased on Fig. 4.11 in [33]).
here p̂X and p̂Y are the unit vectors along the PX and PY
xes, and p̂Z= p̂X� p̂Y.
When the incident elevation angle is small, the Hop-

ins approximation can be used to model the partially co-
erent illumination. In this case, the oblique impending
lane wave is assumed equal to the normal impending
ave except for the corresponding frequency shift. As il-

ustrated in Fig. 4(b), based on the Hopkins approxima-
ion, the TE and TM modes of the unpolarized source can
e approximated to have constant directions along the PX
nd PY axes [33,34]. Therefore, the BL model of partially
oherent illumination is approximated as the superposi-
ion of the BL model in the coherent imaging system con-
ributed by each source point. For the on-axis source
oint, the BL model parameters are described in Subsec-
ion 3.A. For the off-axis source point, these boundary
ayer parameters have also been proven to lead to accu-
ate results in the 4� optical lithography system with
artial coherence factor �� 	0.3,0.6
 [33].

. LITHOGRAPHY PRELIMINARIES AND
OST SENSITIVITY FUNCTION
his section focuses mainly on the problem formulation of

he binary mask optimization in the coherent imaging
ystem. Let M�x ,y� be the input binary mask to an optical
ithography system T� · � with coherent illumination. The
ystem T� · � includes two steps. The first step is the evalu-
tion of the near field of the thick mask, which is based on
he BL model. The second step is the optical imaging sys-
em leading to the aerial image on the wafer, which is ap-
roximated by the Hopkins diffraction model. The output
erial image on the wafer is denoted as Z�x ,y�
T�M�x ,y��. Given a N�N desired output pattern Z̃�x ,y�,

he goal of OPC mask design is to find the optimized
�x ,y� called M̂�x ,y� such that the distance

D = d�Z�x,y�,Z̃�x,y�� = d�T�M�x,y��,Z̃�x,y�� �9�

PX

PY EX
EY

(b)
Approximated source polarization modes of EX and EY (redrawn
M. (b)
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s minimized, where d� · , · � is the square of the l2-norm
riterion. The OPC optimization problem can thus be for-
ulated as the search for M̂�x ,y� over the N�N real

pace RN�N such that

M̂�x,y� = argmin
M�x,y��R

N�N
d�T�M�x,y��,Z̃�x,y��. �10�

The forward imaging process is illustrated in Fig. 5.
he electric field propagating through the thick-mask
attern is affected by the 3D topography of the mask,
orming the near field, which is then influenced by diffrac-
ion and mutual interference in the optical imaging sys-
em. Light that is transmitted through the optical system
eaches the photoresist and forms the aerial image. In
ig. 5, �·� is the element-by-element absolute operation,
nd the output of the convolution and the absolute opera-
ion model is the intensity distribution of the aerial im-
ge.
Following the definitions above, the following notation

s used:

(1) The MN�N matrix represents the mask pattern,
ith entry values equal to 0 or 1 for the binary mask. The
2�1 equivalent raster scanned vector representation is
enoted as m� .
(2) The �N�N�M� matrix, with all entry values equal to
or 1, represents the interior transmission area pattern

f the near field corresponding to the mask M. Its vector
epresentation is denoted as �� .

(3) The �↑ and �↓ represent the shifted version of � by
hifting � along the vertical direction (up and down, re-
pectively) by one pixel. Their vector representations are
enoted as ��↑ and ��↓.
(4) The FN�N�M� matrix represents the near field cor-

esponding to the mask M, with complex entry values. Its
ector representation is denoted as f�. Let the polarization
f the impinging electric field E be in the horizontal direc-
ion. For the binary mask in the first type of optical li-
hography system, all the BLs are opaque, with transmis-
ion coefficient 0. In order to represent all the features on
he mask by an integral number of pixels, the pixel size is
ssigned equal to the greatest common divisor between
he BL width and the minimum opening size; thus, the
ixel size is set to be 24.8 nm. The minimum opening size
s 248 nm=10�pixel size. Thus, the near field is the same
s the interior transmission area. Therefore,

f�p = �� p, p = 1,2, . . . ,N2. �11�

m

Mask CNear field evaluation based
on the BL model

f � m

ig. 5. Approximated forward imaging process based on the BL
ric field is assigned to be in the horizontal direction.
or the binary mask in the second type of optical lithog-
aphy system, the normal BLs are opaque and the tan-
ential BLs have complex transmission coefficient of 0.8i.
he pixel size is set to be 14.5 nm. In order to represent

he minimum opening size by an integral number of pix-
ls, the minimum opening size is increased to be 203 nm
14�pixel size. Therefore

p

= �0.8j : ��� p−N = 1 and �� p = 0� or ��� p+N = 1 and �� p = 0�

�� p : otherwise � .

�12�

quation (12) can be rewritten as

f�p = 0.8j�1 − �� p��� p−N + 0.8j�1 − �� p��� p+N + �� p,

p = 1,2, . . . ,N2, �13�

here �� p=0, if p1 or p�N2.
(5) A convolution matrix H is an N2�N2 matrix with

n equivalent 2D filter h.
(6) The desired N�N binary output pattern is denoted

s Z̃. It is the desired aerial image sought on the wafer.
ts vector representation is denoted as z̃� .

(7) The initial interior transmission area of the optimi-
ation process is Z̃. The corresponding initial mask pat-
ern is M̃.

(8) The output aerial image is the N�N matrix de-
oted as

Z = �H�F��2. �14�

he equivalent vector is denoted as z� .
(9) The optimized mask denoted as M̂ minimizes the

istance between Z and Z̃; i.e.,

M̂ = argmin
M

d��H�F��2,Z̃�. �15�

iven the output aerial image z� = �H�f���2, the pth entry in
his vector can be represented as

z�p = ��
q=1

N2

hpqf�q�2

, p = 1, . . . N2, �16�

lution approximation
ge formation process

z2|H{f}|

Output aerial image

under coherent illumination, where the polarization of the elec-
onvo
of ima
model
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here hpq is the �p ,q�th entry of the filter. The cost func-
ion is the l2-norm of the difference between z� and z̃� .
herefore,

D = z̃� − z�2
2 = �

p=1

N2

�z̃�p − z�p�2, �17�

here z�p in Eq. (17) is represented in Eq. (16).

The performance of the OPC optimization algorithm is
valuated by the output pattern error, which is defined as

in Eq. (17). According to Eq. (17), the output pattern er-
or results from the comparison between the desired pat-
ern and the aerial image without threshold. Thus Eq.
17) does not account for the photoresist effect. It has been
roven that ignoring the photoresist effect may improve
he aerial image contrast [35].

In the following, the sensitivity of the cost function D
ith respect to the change of the interior transmission
rea will be used to guide the optimization process. The
ensitivity of the cost function D is �D /��� . For the first
ype of optical lithography system,

�D/��� = − HT	�z̃� − z���H��� �
, �18�

here T is the conjugate transposition and � is the
lement-by-element multiplication operation. For the sec-
nd type of optical lithography system,

�D/��� = − 4 Re�HT	�z̃� − z���H�f��
��0.8i��↑+ 0.8i��↓+ 1�

+ HT	�z̃� − z���H�f��
↓� 0.8i�1 − ��↓�

+ HT	�z̃� − z���H�f��
↑� 0.8i�1 − ��↑��, �19�

here Re� · � denotes the real part of the argument; ↑ and
are shifting operations by shifting the N�N equivalent
atrix of the vector in the argument along the vertical di-

ection (up and down, respectively) by one pixel.
The proposed OPC optimization framework in this sec-

ion is developed for coherent imaging systems and can be
xtended for partially coherent imaging systems. As de-
cribed in Subsection 3.B, the BL model under partially
oherent illumination is approximated as the superposi-
ion of the BL model in coherent imaging system contrib-
ted by each source point. Thus, the partially coherent

maging system can be decomposed into the superposition
f several coherent imaging systems based on the SOCS
odel [29]. The near-field on the exiting surface, contrib-

ted by each coherent component, can be evaluated by the
L model in coherent imaging system. The overall near
eld is the superposition of the near field resulted from all
oherent components. Given the overall near field, the
erial image projected on the wafer under partially coher-
nt illumination can be calculated using the SOCS model.
ollowing the derivation in this section, the OPC optimi-
ation problem can be formulated in a partially coherent
maging system. However, this extension is out of the
cope of this paper and will be performed in future work.
. BINARY MASK OPTIMIZATION
LGORITHM BASED ON THE BL MODEL
NDER COHERENT ILLUMINATION
. Topological Constraint
ccording to the BL model summarized in Section 3, the

nterior transmission area has a one-to-one correspon-
ence to the mask. Therefore, the proposed OPC mask de-
ign algorithm directly optimizes the interior transmis-
ion area, from which the mask can be easily
econstructed. The BL model constrains the minimum
ize of the openings on the binary mask [20,21]. In order
o meet the requirements, some topological constraints
re imposed in the optimization process of the interior
ransmission area [36,37]. In the following, some defini-
ions and operations for shape topologies are listed.

Definition 1 (white block and black block). Any pixel in
he interior transmission area can have a value of either 0
r 1. A white block is a square area with all pixels values
qual to 1, while a black block has all of its pixels equal to
.
Definition 2 (flipping-on and flipping-off operations).

urning a pixel value from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 are re-
erred to as flipping-on and flipping-off a pixel. In general,
ipping-on and flipping-off operations of a block means to
urn the block into a white block and into a black block.

Definition 3 (type I singular pixel). A type I singular
ixel is one that does not belong to any L�L white block
n the interior transmission area pattern �, where L de-
ends on the minimum opening size of the BL model.
Definition 4 (type II singular pixel). A type II singular

ixel is one that does not belong to any 3�3 black block
n the interior transmission area pattern �. Since the
penings on the optimized binary mask contain more sur-
ounding boundary layers than the corresponding interior
ransmission areas, the type II singular pixel introduces
he merging of adjacent openings on the mask.

Definition 5 (cost sensitivity matrix of a block). The cost
ensitivity function corresponding to a block G on the in-
erior transmission area pattern, calculated by Eq. (18) or
q. (19), is �D�G� defined as the cost sensitivity matrix of

he block G.
Definition 6 (changeable block). A K�K changeable

lock is a block whose cost sensitivity matrix contains K
ositive or negative values. If the cost sensitivity matrix
ontains K positive values, the block is defined as a posi-
ive changeable block, and vice versa. Note that a block
ay be both positive and negative changeable blocks at

he same time.
In our binary mask optimization approach, only the

ositive or negative changeable blocks are considered to
e flipped-off or flipped-on. These topological constraints
uarantee that the features of the optimized binary mask
re larger than the minimum opening size.

. Binary Mask Optimization Algorithm Based on the
L Model under Coherent Illumination
ollowing the topological constraints, the proposed binary
ask optimization algorithm is described in the follow-

ng, where the parameters K in Step 3 and L used in
efinition 3 depend on the minimum opening size of the
L model.
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tep 1: Initialization of the interior transmission area
attern: �̃= Z̃. The corresponding initial

mask pattern is M̃.
tep 2: Calculate the cost sensitivity function using Eq.

18) and (19).
tep 3: Scan the cost sensitivity matrix from top to bot-
om and from left to right. Find the first

encountered K�K changeable block G.
tep 4: Flip-on or flip-off G if it is a negative or positive
hangeable black.
tep 5: If (flipping operation has introduced type I or
ype II singular pixel)

flag=1.
tep 6: If �flag=1� or (cost function D is increased) or

any pixel value�0 or 1)
restore G to its original values.

tep 7: Clear the cost sensitivity matrix of G :�D�G�=0.
tep 8: If �D�0

Go to step 3.
Otherwise

If no block is flipped in the current iteration
End.

Otherwise
Go to step 2.

. SIMULATIONS
o prove the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the op-
imization method described in Subsection 5.B is used to
esign a mask targetting the desired aerial image shown
n Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, p is the pitch width. For the first type
f optical lithography system, p=49.6 nm, and the system
arameters are NA=0.68 and �=248 nm. Since the sys-
em is a 4� projection system, the pitch width of the ini-
ial interior transmission area pattern �̃ of the optimiza-
ion process is 198.4 nm. In the simulation, the initial
ask pattern has the dimension of 4.56 �m�4.56 �m.
he pixel size is 24.8 nm�24.8 nm, which is the same as

he boundary width. The convolution kernel shown in Eq.
2) is assumed to vanish outside the area Ah1 defined by
,y� 	−248 nm,248 nm
. The parameters of the optimiza-
ion algorithm are K=L=8. The simulations results using
he algorithm depicted in Subsection 5.B for the first type
f optical lithography system are shown in Fig. 7. The top
ow (from left to right) shows the initial mask pattern and

Z�
p

ig. 6. Desired pattern of the aerial image searched on the
afer.
he corresponding output aerial image, with output pat-
ern error of 2791.2. Middle row (from left to right) shows
he optimized binary mask using the algorithm depicted
n Subsection 5.B based on thin-mask approximation and
he corresponding output aerial image, with output pat-
ern error of 1975.4. The bottom row (from left to right)
hows the optimized binary mask based on the BL model
nd the corresponding output aerial image, with output
attern error of 1868.9. Black and white represent 0 and
, respectively. It is shown that optimization of the binary
ask based on the thin-mask approximation reduces the

utput pattern error by 29.2%, while the algorithm based
n the BL model reduces the output pattern error by
3.0%.
For the second type of optical lithography system, p

43.5 nm, the system parameters are NA=0.85 and �
193 nm. The pitch width of the initial interior transmis-
ion area pattern �̃ of the optimization process is 174 nm.
n the simulation, the initial mask pattern has the dimen-
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ig. 7. Binary mask optimization based on the BL model for the
rst type of coherent optical lithography system. �=248 nm. Top
ow (from left to right), the initial mask pattern and the corre-
ponding output aerial image. Middle row (from left to right), the
ptimized binary mask based on the thin-mask approximation
nd the corresponding output aerial image. Bottom row, (from
eft to right) the optimized binary mask based on the BL model
nd the corresponding output aerial image. Black and white rep-
esent 0 and 1, respectively.
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ions 4.00 �m�4.00 �m. The pixel size is 14.5 nm
14.5 nm, which is the same as the boundary width. The

onvolution kernel is assumed to vanish outside the area
h2 defined by x ,y� 	−290 nm,290 nm
. The parameters
f the optimization algorithm are K=L=12. The simula-
ions results for the second type of optical lithography
ystem are shown in Fig. 8. The top row (from left to
ight) shows the initial mask pattern and the correspond-
ng output aerial image, with output pattern error of
926.9. The middle row (from left to right) shows the op-
imized binary mask using the algorithm depicted in Sub-
ection 5.B based on the thin-mask approximation and
he corresponding output aerial image, with output pat-
ern error of 7766.5. The bottom row (from left to right)
hows the optimized binary mask based on the BL model
nd the corresponding output aerial image, with output
attern error of 6897.4. Black and white represent 0 and
, respectively. It is shown that optimization of the binary
ask based on the thin-mask approximation reduces the

utput pattern error by 2.0%, while the algorithm based

Pattern Error=7926.9

Pattern Error=6897.4
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ig. 8. Binary mask optimization based on the BL model for the
econd type of coherent optical lithography system. �=193 nm.
op row (from left to right), the initial mask pattern and the cor-
esponding output aerial image. Middle row (from left to right),
he optimized binary mask based on the thin-mask approxima-
ion and the corresponding output aerial image. Bottom row
from left to right), the optimized binary mask based on the BL
odel and the corresponding output aerial image. Black and
hite represent 0 and 1, respectively.
n the BL model reduces the output pattern error by
3.0%. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the proposed binary
ask optimization algorithm effectively reduces the out-

ut pattern errors and obtains more desirable aerial im-
ges. The performance differences between the optimiz-
ng mask based the on thin-mask approximation and BL

odel show the necessity that the proposed algorithms
ake into account the thick-mask effect. These results are
onsistent with those obtained in other simulations with
ifferent desired patterns.
For both of the simulations above, the computation was

one on an Intel Pentium4 CPU, 3.40 GHz, 1.0 GB of
AM. Matlab is used as the software platform to program
nd perform the OPC optimization.

. CONCLUSION
his paper studies binary mask optimization for model-
ased forward lithography taking into account the thick-
ask effects under coherent illumination. The BL model

s applied to evaluate the near field of the thick mask.
ased on this model, the binary mask optimization algo-
ithm is proposed for two typical kinds of optical lithogra-
hy systems. Topological constraints are applied in the
ptimization framework to limit the minimum feature
ize on the mask. Simulations illustrate that our ap-
roach is effective and practical.
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